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The Muse
God is the answer.
But what is the question?

Gertrude Stein

â€œItwasa dark andstormynight,â€•wrote Snoopy,while sitting on top
of his dog house. Snoopy begins his gÃ§eatnovels with those words.
Unfortunately, he rarely gets beyond the second sentence. In this regard,
Snoopy is typicalâ€”wfflingto start, but unable to follow through. Too
many unended beginnings, like good intentions, pave the road to
perdition. Dark and stormy nights present opportunities to go beyond the
beginnings. On these nights, our personal muse may make itself known.
Everyone has one. It is only a matter of listening to the whispers.
Recognizing the inner voice and finding the means to give it expression
unleashes creativity.

In the Star Wars trilogy, Luke Skywalker was advised to go with the
Force. This guiding spirit would help the Jedi warrior survive his evil
encounters. This quasi religious approach is similar to learning to listen to
the muse. It is a form of internal awareness that comes with practice.
Although the introduction to one's muse may start in a crowd, it is the
experience in solitude that provides the greatest insights. The muse takes
on a persona of its ownâ€”whileit is a part of us, it is also an alter ego, a
self that is not really self. That is why we can talk to our muse, and our
muse can talk to us. When the muse whispers, the work gets done.

While beginnings are associated with excitement, newness, and
adventure, staying the course takes stamina. As time passes, the joy of
beginning turns into the drudge of continuing. More energy is required
just to keep at it. â€œIsit worth it?â€•becomes a recurring theme. Time to
step back, survey the progress, re-examine the goal, and listen. In
addition to fostering creativity, the muse serves as critic. Each word is
scrutinized, justified, and changed as necessary for clarity and brevity.
The internal compass returns; we pick up the thread and begin again.

On this dark and rainy night, with the muse whispering, it is easy to be
creative. The Force is with me.

H. William Strauss
Editor, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine




